DIS is a multimedia art magazine. DIS is a dissection of fashion and commerce which seeks to dissolve conventions, distort realities, disturb ideologies, dismember the establishment, and disrupt the dismal dissemination of fashion discourse that's been distinctly distributed in order to display the disenfranchised as disposable. All is open to discussion. There is no final word. DIS is Lauren Boyle, Solomon Chase, Marco Roso, Nick Scholl, and David Toro.
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Photography by Harry Griffin
DIS sent Harry Griffin to the Greater New York Dental Meeting (GNYDM) to capture the largest healthcare and dental event in the United States. Open wide!
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Because You're Worth It

Add a comment...

Like 225 people like this. Be the first of your friends.

Hattie Retroage · Top Commenter · CUNY Brooklyn
I just invented a radically effective toothbrush that was filed at the patent office last week. I'll be pitching it to manufacturers this month. WHEN and WHERE was this convention? I'd like to attend the next one to make companies aware of this innovative brush so that they can license, manufacture and market it. If you have any contacts for me please write me at hattie@hattieretroage.com Finder's fee if sale is successful! Thanks!
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Adam J. Kurtz · Brooklyn, New York
this is my favorite
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